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To all, whom it may concern: 
Beit known that I, THOMAST.RAINFORD, of 

Tacoma, in the county of Pierce and State of 
Washington, have invented a new and Im 
proved Gang Band-Saw Mill, of which the foll 
lowing is a full, clear, and exact description. 
The object of the invention is to provide a 

new and improved gang band-saw mill which 
is comparatively simple and durable in con 
struction, very effective in operation, and 
more especially designed for cutting a log or 
piece of timber at one forward movement into 
any desired number of boards of equal or dif 

The invention consists principally of a main 
driving-shaft carrying a series of main saw 
band driving-wheels and a frame for each 
driving-Wheel supporting saw-band wheels in 
Vertical alignment with each other and in 
alignment with the main driving-wheels. 
The invention also consists in certain parts 

and details and combinations of the same, as 
will be fully described hereinafter and then 
pointed out in the claims. 

Reference is to be had to the accompanying 
drawings, forming a part of this specification, 
in which similar letters of reference indicate 
corresponding parts in all the views. 

Figure 1 is a side view of the improvement. 
Fig. 2 is a front-end elevation of the same. 
Fig. 3 is a sectional plan view of the same on 
the line 33 of Fig. 1. Fig. 4 is an enlarged 
side elevation of the adjustable frame with 
parts in Section. Fig. 5 is a transverse section 
of the same on the lines 55 of Figs. 4 and 1. 
Fig. 6 is a sectional plan view of the same on 
the lines 66 of Figs. 4 and 1. Fig. 7 is a sec 
tional plan view of the bearing-block support 
for the upper band-saw wheel, the section be 
ing taken on the line. 77 of Fig. 4. Fig. 8 is 
a sectional plan view of the bearing-block 
raising and lowering device, the section being 
taken on the line S 8 of Fig. 4. Fig. 9 is a 
Sectional plan view of the weighted-lever 
mechanism for automatically holding the 
band-SaW taut. Fig. 10 is a transverse section 
of the frame-shifting mechanism. Fig. 11 is 
a transverse section of one of the pillow-blocks 
of the main driving-shaft, the section being 
taken on the line 11 11 of Fig. 1. Fig. 12 is 
a detail longitudinal section of the worm 
wheel nut, and Fig. 13 is a detail view of the 

support for the end of the main driving-shaft 
when the saw-bands are being placed on the 
wheels or removed therefrom. 
The improved sawmill is provided with a 

main driving-shaft A, extending transversely 
and journaled in suitable pillow-blocks B B', 
set on proper foundations, as plainly illus 
trated in the drawings. On one end of the 
main driving-shaft A is secured a pulley A', 
connected by a belt with other machinery for 
imparting a rotary motion to the said shaft 
A. On the latter is secured a main saw-band 
driving-wheel C, on the hub of which is held 
a box D, on which is fitted to slide longitudi 
nally a frame D, extending forwardly and car 
rying in its upper end a band-saw wheel C and 
a similar wheel C° in its lower portions, the 
said wheels C and C being in vertical align- 7o 
ment with each other, and in alignment with 
the main saw-band driving-wheel C. Over 
the wheels C, C, and C, passes an endless 
saw-band E, the vertical portion of which, be 
tween the wheels C and C* serves to cut into 
a log moved forward in the usual manner by 
a suitable feeding device. 
In the rear of the main saw-band driving 

wheel C is secured on the shaft A a second 
main saw-band driving-wheel C, on the hub 
of which is held a stationary frame D', carry 
ing in its front end saw-band wheels C and 
C, arranged in vertical alignment with each 
other and set somewhat in front of the wheels 
C’ and C, as will be readily understood by 
reference to Figs. 1 and 3. Over the wheels 
CCC passes a second saw-band E", the ver 
tical portion of which, between the wheels C4 
and C, is adapted to cut into a log as the lat 
ter is fed transversely, it being understood 
that the saw-band E' is somewhat in the rear 
of the band E, but farther Out, as illustrated 
in Fig. 1, whereby two cuts are made simul 
taneously by the said vertical portions of the 
saw-bands E and E'. As the frameD can be 
longitudinally adjusted, the saw-bands E and 
E can be moved a greater or less distance 
apart, according to the thickness of the boards 
to be cut. 
As shown in Fig. 1, the log or timber Eun 

der treatment is supported on a carriage E8, 
adapted to travel transversely on a suitable 
track E, the outer ends of the log being sup 
ported on a suitable roller E, journaled lon 
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gitudinally in the rear of the frame D. 
Figs. 1 and 3.) Now by shifting the log E° 
longitudinally the first saw-band E may be 
brought any desired distance from the outer 
edge of the log, so that the first cut made by 
the saw-band E will cut a board of a thick 
ness which may vary from the thickness of 
the board cut by the saw-band E' following 
the first saw-band E. 

In order to shift the frame D longitudinally 
the following device is provided: The hub of 
the wheel C is journaled in bearings D, on 
which is fitted to slide the rear end of the 
frame D, the latter being provided for this 
purpose with a transverse opening D, as 
shown in Figs. I and 3. In the bearings D' 
are secured the longitudinally-extending rods 
F, (see Fig. 6,) provided at their forward ends 
with screw-threads F, engaging the threaded 
bore of a worm-wheel nut F, in mesh with the 
worm-wheels E, secured on a transversely-ex 
tending shaft F, journaled in suitable bear 
ings in the frame D. The worm-wheel nuts 
F, as shown in Fig. 13, are each composed of 
two parts-a threaded nut F, provided with a 
head and fitting, the Screw-rod, and a worm 
wheel F., provided with a hub F at each side 
and mounted on the nut. The Worn-wheel 
nuts fit into openings D, formed in the sides 
of the frame D, so that when the said worm 
wheel nuts Fare rotated, then they screw and 
push or haul on the fixed rods F, and conse 
quently shift the frame D longitudinally on 
the bearings D', owing to the worm-wheel nuts 
fitting in the openings D. 
When it is desired to readjust the frame 

laterally, so as to cause the saw to lead into 
or out of the log, as may be desired, then the 
operator loosens the set-screw F in the hub 
of the worm-wheel F (see Fig. 6) and gives 
a slight turn to the hexagon head of the nut 
F in either direction, until the accurate lead 
of the saw is obtained. Then the set-screw 
is again Screwed up to fasten the hub and 
nuts in place, and the adjustment is main 
tained. The adjustment is the setting of the 
frame in alignment with the main wheel C. 
On the front end of the shaft F, previously 

mentioned, is secured afriction-disk F, adapt 
ed to be engaged at its front face by a fric 
tion-roller G, fitted to slide on and to turn 
with a longitudinally-extending shaft G', car 
lying at one end a gear-wheel G, (see Figs. 1 
and 4) in mesh with a gear-wheel G, fitted to 
slide on and to turn with a shaft G', journaled 
at one end in Suitable bearings in the frame 
D and at its inner end in the bearings D', 
as will be readily understood by reference to 
Fig. 6. On this inner end of the shaft G is 
secured a bevel gear-wheel G, in mesh with 
a bevel gear-wheel C, formed on the hub of 
the wheel C, SO that when the latter is rotated 
the said gear-wheel C meshing in the gear 
wheel G causes the rotation of the shaft G', 
and the motion of the latter is transmitted 
by the gear-wheels G8 and G' to the shaft G'. 
Now when the friction-roller G, turning with 
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(See the said shaft G', is in its frictional contact 
with the front face of the friction-disk F, 
then the latter and its shaft F and worms E 
are rotated to cause a rotary motion of the 
worm-wheel nuts F, to shift the frame D 
longitudinally by the said worm-wheel nuts 
F°screwing on the fixed rods IF, as previously 
described. The shaft G' is journaled in a 
frame having the side arms G and G con 
nected with each other by a longitudinally 
extending bar G, the side arm G being piv 
oted in the frame D and the other side arm 
G being fulcrumed loosely on the shaft G, 
it being understood that the said shaft G' is 
in alignment with the pivot for the side arm 
G. On the latter is secured a handle G', 
adapted to be taken hold of by the operator, 
so as to swing the frame carrying the shaft 
G' inward or outward to move the friction 
roller G into or out of frictional contact with 
the disk F. As long as the wheel C is rotat 
ing, the said shaft G', with its friction-roller 
G, is in motion, and whenever the operator de 
sires to shift the frame D he simply swings 
the arm Goutward to move the friction-roller 
G in frictional contact with the disk F, so 
that the rotary motion of the friction-roller 
is transmitted to the disk F, as above de 
scribed. Normally, however, the friction 
roller G is out of engagement with the disk 
F during the time of sawing logs. 
Now in order to impart a sliding motion to 

the frame D, either to the right or to the left, 
I provide a shifting-fork G, engaging oppo 
site sides of the friction-roller G, the said 
shifting-fork being fitted to slide longitudi 
nally on the bar G, so as to move the friction 
roller G either to the left or to the right of 
the center of the friction-disk F to impart a 
forward or return motion to the said friction 
disk, and consequently a motion to the right 
or to the left to the frame D. The shifting 
fork G is preferably provided with a suit 
able hand-locking lever G* for holding the 
said shifting-fork in position after the fric 
tion-roller G is moved to the proper position. 
When the frame D is moved by the above 

described device to the right, the saw-band E 
naturally slackens, and when the said frame 
is moved outward or to the left then the Saw 
band E would break if no provision were 
made for changing the position of the wheels 
C and C relatively one to the other. Now 
in order to compensate for the longitudinal 
movement of the frameD inward or outward, 
as described, to hold the saw-band E at all 
times in the proper position on its wheels C 
C°, I make the wheels C and C* vertically ad 
justable and move the wheel Cup and down 
in its bearings by a mechanism actuated from 
the mechanism for shifting the frame D lon 
gitudinally, as above described. For this 
purpose the shaft C of the wheel C is jour 
naled in self-adjusting spherical boxes, 
mounted in bearings, H, fitted to slide verti 
cally in guideways D, formed in the frame 
D. Each of the bearings H rests at its lower 
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end on a screw-rod H', extending vertically 
on the inside of the frame D, the lower end 
of each screw-rod being engaged by a worm 
wheel mounted to slide on and to turn with 
the screw-rod H', the latter screwing in a nut 
block I, supported from a lever mechanism, 
as hereinafter more fully described. Each 
Worm-wheel Hengages at its top and bottom 
a recess D, formed in the side of the frame 
D, so that the worm-wheel is free to rotate to 
drive the screw-rod H to raise and lower the 
latter by the screw-rod screwing in the nut 
block I. The worm-wheels H are in mesh 
with worms H8, (see Fig. 8) secured on a trans 
versely-extending shaft H, journaled in suit 
able bearings in the frame D, the said shaft 
FI carrying a bevel gear-wheel H, in mesh 
with a bevel gear-wheel H, secured on a ver 
tically-disposed shaft H, journaled in suit 
able bearings held on the shafts H and F. 
(See Figs. 4, 5, and 8.) On the lower end of 
the shaft H is mounted to slide and to turn 
a bevel gear-wheel H, adapted to be thrown 
into or out of mesh with a gear-wheel F, se 
cured on the shaft F. The bevel gear-wheel 
His provided with a shifting-lever H', un 
der the control of the operator, to move the 
said bevel gear-wheel Hinto or out of mesh 
with the bevel gear-wheel F. 
On the hub of the gear-wheel H, previously 

mentioned, is secured a second bevel gear 
wheel H, in mesh with a bevel gear-wheel 
H, held on a shaft H', extending longitudi 
nally and journaled in Suitable bearings ar 
ranged on the frame D, as plainly indicated 
in Fig. 4. The gear-wheels H10 H1 and 
shaft H serve for raising or lowering the 
upper band-wheel Cindependently and sepa 
rately and are Worked by a hand-crank applied 
to the end of the shaft H', which protrudes 
through the face of the frame D with a square 
end to receive the said hand-crank for the 
purpose of turning the shaft to adjust the 
height of the wheel C to suit different lengths 
of saws without changing the relative posi 
tion that the saw E has to the saw E' in their 
vertical position. 

It is understood that the miter gear-wheel 
His raised up out of mesh with its fellow 
gear-wheel F by the lever H, so that the 
wheel F remains dormant, together with the 
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worms F and the worm-wheels E, so that the 
screw-rod H' can be worked separately by 
hand. Now when the gear-wheel H is in 
mesh with the gear-wheel F, and the shaft F4 
is rotated by the friction-roller G being in 
frictional contact with the disk F, as pre 
viously described, then a rotary motion is 
given to the said wheel H, its shaft H, and 
the gear-wheel H, so that the latter trans 
mits its rotary motion to the gear-wheel H. 
and the worm-shaft H', whereby the worms 
H' on the said shaft H rotate the worm 
wheels H, and thereby turn the screw-rods H', 
So that the latter screw up or down in the nut 
blocks I to raise or lower the bearings H, and 
consequently the shaft C and wheel C. Thus 

when the frame D is shifted to the right by 
the mechanism previously described, then the 
screw-rods H' are turned in such a direction 
as to screw upward in the nut-blocks Ito raise 
the wheels C, and thereby draw the saw-band 
E taut as the frame D moves outward to the 
right. When the frame D moves inward or 
to the left, then the friction-roller G is on the 
other side of the center of the disk F, so that 
a reverse motion is transmitted by the mech 
anism described to the screw-rods H', whereby 
the latter are screwed downward in the nut 
blocks I to lower the wheel C, so as to com 
pensate for the movement of the frame D in 
the direction to the left to hold the saw-band 
sufficiently taut over the wheels C, C, and C°. 
The nut-blocks I are each provided with 

guide-arms I', fitted to slide vertically in the 
guideways D for the bearings H, and each 
nut-block I is engaged at its under side by an 
eye formed in the fork of a lever I, fulcrumed 
at I on the frame D, as plainly illustrated in 
Figs, 1 and 9. This lever I is pivotally con 
nected at its outer end by a link I with a sec 
ond lever I, fulcrumed at I on the frame D, 
and being connected at its free end with one 
end of a rope I", extending first upwardly over 
pulleys I held on the lever I in the rear of 
its fulcrum I. The rope I then extends 
downward and carries or supports at its lower 
end a weight I, which has a tendency to im 
part an upward Swinging motion to the eye 
ends of the lever I, to consequently press 
against the under side of the blocks I, so as 
to hold the screw rods H' with an upward 
pressure against the under side of the bear 
ings H to hold the saw-band E at all times suf 
ficiently taut for the Work and after adjust 
ment as above described. 
The lower band-wheel C has its shaft CS 

journaled in bearings J, fitted to slide in 
guideways D, arranged in the frame D, and 
the upper ends of the said bearings are en 
gaged by screw-rods J', extending upwardly 
and screwing in nut-blocks J, adapted to be 
turned by the operator when necessary, toad 
just the wheel C into vertical alignment, but 
normally held in position by sets screws in 
guide-arms J, engaging the guideways D, as 
plainly illustrated in the drawings. When 
the set-screw in the arms J is loosened, then 
the nut-block J can be turned by the oper 
ator applying a suitable tool, so as to screw 
the screw-rods J up or down, according to the 
desired adjustment of the band - wheel C°. 
This adjustment for the bearings of the wheel 
C° is duplicated and is used on the bearings 
for the wheels C C in the frame D'. By this 
arrangement one side of the wheel C can be 
raised or lowered until it is in proper align 
ment, after which the set-screw is screwed up 
to again fasten the nut-block J and arm J 
together. 
In order to properly guide the vertical por 

tions of the saw-bands E and E, I provide for 
each saw-band two guides K, engaging the 
band above and below the log to be cut, as 
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indicated in the drawings. Each saw-guide 
IK is provided with two parallel arms IK, be 
tween which passes the saw-band, the back of 
which travels on a friction-roller K, journaled 
in the guide. Each guide is provided with 
guide-arms K, fitted to slide in suitable 
brackets K', projecting from the correspond 
ing frame D or D at the front end thereof. 
Each upper saw-guide K is supported on a 
rope K, extending upwardly and passing over 
a pulley K, journaled on the bracket K, and 
then the rope extends over a second pulley 
K., journaled near the frame Dor D', the rope 
then extending downward to support at its 
lower end a counterbalancing-weight K. A 
rod K' connects each saw-guide K with the 
sleeve K10, fitted to slide in suitable bearings 
on the front edge of the frame D or D', so as 
to properly guide the saw-guide K in its up 
and-down movement. 
The lower saw-guides K are rigidly sup 

ported from the frame D or D', but are of the 
same construction as the upper guides--that 
is, each has two parallel arms and a friction 
roller, as will be readily seen by reference to 
Fig. 2. - 
In order to permit of conveniently placing 

the saw-bands upon the sets of wheels, or to 
remove old ones therefrom, the following de 
vice is provided: The pillow-block B, sup 
ported at one end of the shaft A, is set on a 
wedge B, fitted to slide in a foundation-plate 
B9, held on the top of the foundation for the 
said pillow-block, as plainly shown in Figs. 1 
and 3. A bolt B is fitted to slide vertically 
in the pillow-block B and is adapted to pass 
through the wedge B° and the foundation 
plate B°, so as to lock the three parts together, 
as will be understood by reference to Figs. 1 
and 11. The upper end of the bolt B is pro 
vided with a cross-arm B, adapted to move in 
a vertical slot arranged in the pillow-block, 
and the outer end of this cross-piece B is 
adapted to be engaged by a hook B, pivoted 
on the cap for the pillow-block B. 
Now when it is desired to place new saw 

bands on the wheels or remove the old ones 
therefrom, then the operator first places a 
suitable support under the outer end of the 
shaft A, after passing the Saws around the 
shaft A between the said support and pillow 
block B. The operator then moves the cross 
piece B upward to withdraw the bolt B from 
the foundation-plate Band the wedge B', and 
then locks the cross-piece in place by engag 
ing the hooks B with the outer end of the 
cross-piece. The operator now withdraws the 
wedge B° from under the pillow-block B, so 
as to form a passage for one run of the saw 
to move the old saws out from between the 
wheel C and pillow-block B and pass the 
new ones in place between the pillow-block 
B and wheel C, to finally place the Saws in po 
sition over the sets of wheel C C C° and C°C 
C5. After this is done the wedge B* is again 
put in position and the cross-piece B un 
hooked to again engage the bolt B with the 

wedge B° and the foundation-plate B. The 
support is then removed from the outer end 
of the saw-driving shaft. A to permit of tak 
ing the old saws from the end of the shaft. 
Any suitable means may be employed for 

supporting the outer end of the shaft A while 
putting the saw-bands in place or removing 
them. The device illustrated in the drawings, 
and shown in detail in Fig. 13, consists of an 
arm or lever L, fulcrumed at one end upon a 
suitable support and provided near the other 
end with a recess or groove to receive the end 
of the shaft A when the lever is swung up be 
neath the shaft. A leg or standard L' is se 
cured to the free end of the arm or lever L and 
supports it when in position under the shaft A. 

It is understood that any desired number 
of adjustable frames D, carrying saw-band 
wheels, may be provided for a single mill, so 
that any desired number of saw-bands may be 
run and set in such a manner as to cut a large 
number of boards at one forward movement 
of the log. At the same time the adjustable 
frames D can be moved in such positions that 
the several saw-bands are differently spaced 
one from the other to cut boards of various 
thicknesses, or the frames may be adjusted to 
space the saw-bands alike to cut boards all 
of the same thickness. 
Having thus described my invention, I 

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent 

1. A gang band saw mill, comprising a se 
ries of main saw band driving wheels secured 
on the driving shaft, a frame for each driving 
wheel, and saw band wheels journaled in each 
frame, one being located above the other but 
in alignment with the main saw band driving 
wheel of its frame, substantially as shown 
and described, 

2. A gang band saw mill, comprising a se 
ries of main saw band driving wheels secured 
on a main driving shaft, a series of frames 
for the said wheels, of which one is stationary 
and the others are longitudinally adjustable, 
and saw band wheels journaled in each frame, 
one above the other and in alignment with 
the corresponding main saw band driving 
wheel in this frame, substantially as shown 
and described. 

3. In a gang band saw mill, the combination, 
with a main saw band driving wheel secured 
on a driving shaft, of a frame fitted to slide 
longitudinally on bearings held on the hub of 
the said wheel, and saw band wheels located 
one above the other and in alignment with 
the main saw band driving wheel, each of the 
said saw band wheels being held vertically 
adjustable in the frame, substantially as 
shown and described. 

4. In a gang band saw mill, the combination, 
with the main saw band driving wheel se 
cured on the main driving shaft, of a frame 
fitted to slide longitudinally on bearings held 
on the hub of the said wheel, saw band wheels 
held on the said frame and located one above 
the other and in alignment with the main saw 
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band driving wheel, and means, substantially 
as described, for moving the said frame lon 
gitudinally, as set forth. 

5. In a gang band sawmill, the combination, 
with the main saw band driving wheel se 
cured on the main driving shaft, of a frame 
fitted to slide longitudinally, saw band wheels 
held on the said frame and located one above 
the other and in alignment with the main saw 
band driving wheel, and a mechanism for ad 
justing the said frame longitudinally, the 
mechanisim being adapted to be actuated from 
the said main saw band driving wheel, sub 
Stantially as shown and described. 

6. In a gang band saw mill, the combination, 
with the main saw band driving wheel se 
cured on the main driving shaft, of a frame 
fitted to slidelongitudinally, saw band wheels 
held on the said frame and located one above 
the other and in alignment with the main saw 
band driving wheel, a mechanism for adjust 
ing the Said frame longitudinally, the mech 
anism being adapted to be actuated from the 
Said main saw band driving wheel, and means, 
Substantially as described, and driven from 
the said frame adjusting mechanism, to ver 
tically adjust one of the said saw band wheels 
in the frame, as set forth. 

7. In a gang band saw mill, the combination, 
with the main saw band driving wheel se 
cured on the main driving shaft, of a frame 
fitted to slide longitudinally, saw band wheels 
held on the said frame and located one above 
the other and in alignment with the main saw 
band driving wheel, a mechanism for adjust 
ing the said frame longitudinally, the mech 
anism being adapted to be actuated from the 
said main saw band driving wheel, and the 
said adjusting mechanism for the frame being 
provided with a reversing device for impart 
ing motion to the said frame in either direc 
tion, substantially as shown and described. 

8. In a gang band saw mill, the combination 
with a frame carrying band wheels of which 
one is provided with bearings fitted to slide 
vertically in the said frame, of the screw rods 
arranged at opposite sides of the frame and 
engaging the under sides of the respective 
bearings, a nut block screwing on each of said 
screw rods, a yoke or guide arm encircling 
each of said nut blocks at its lower end, and 
provided with a set screw for fastening the 
nut block to the guide arm, the said guide 
arms engaging guideways formed in the sides 
of the frame, and a weighted lever having a 
forked end, each member of which is provided 
with an eye encircling the respective screw 
rods and engaging the under side of the nut 
block, substantially as shown and described. 

9. In a gang band sawmill, the combination, 
with a main driving shaft, a main saw band 
driving wheel secured on the said shaft and 
provided on its hub with bearings, of a frame 
fitted to slide longitudinally on the said bear 
ings, screw rods held on the said bearings, and 
nut Worm wheels screwing on the said screw 
rods and adapted to be driven from the said 

main saw band driving wheel, the said nut 
worm wheels engaging the sides of the frame, 
to push the latter longitudinally either to the 
right or to the left according to the motion 
given to the said worm wheels, substantially 
as shown and described. 

10. In a gang band saw mill, the combina 
tion, with a main driving shaft and a main 
saw band driving wheel provided on its hub 
with bearings, of a frame carrying saw band 
wheels and fitted to slide longitudinally on 
the said bearings, screw rods held on the said 
bearings, nut worm wheels screwing on the 
said screw rods and engaging recesses in the 
said frame, to move the latter longitudinally, 
worms in mesh with the said worm wheels, a 
friction disk held on the shaft of the Said 
worms, the latter being journaled in the said 
frame, a friction roller adapted to be thrown 
in frictional contact with the said disk, and 
means, substantially as described, for driving 
the said friction roller from the main saw 
band driving wheel, as set forth. 

11. In a gang band saw mill, the combina 
tion, with a main driving shaft and a main 
saw band driving wheel provided on its hub 
with bearings, of a frame carrying saw band 
wheels and fitted to slide longitudinally on 
the said bearings, screw rods held on the said 
bearings, nut worm wheels screwing on the 
said screw rods and engaging recesses in the 
said frame, to move the latter longitudinally, 
worms in mesh with the said worm wheels, a 
friction disk held on the shaft of the said 
worms, the latter being journaled in the said 
frame, a friction roller adapted to be thrown 
infrictional contact with the said disk, means, 
substantially as described, for driving the said 
friction roller from the main saw band driv 
ing wheel, and a shifting mechanism for the 
said friction roller, to move the latter to either 
side of the center of the said friction disk, to 
rotate the latter in either direction, Substan 
tially as set forth. 

12. In a gang band saw mill, the combina 
tion with vertically adjustable bearings car 
rying a saw band wheel, of screw rods engag 
ing the said bearings at their under side, nut 
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blocks in which screw the said screw rods, 
worm wheels mounted on the lower elds of 
the screw rods, the said worm wheels being 
held in recesses formed in the frame, and the 
said screw rods turning with the Worm wheels 
and having free vertical movement therein, 
worms in mesh with the said worm wheels, a 
transversely extendingshaft carrying the Said 
worms and journaled in stationary bearings, 
and means, substantially as described for 
turning the said shaft in either direction to 
raise and lower the said bearings, as and for 
the purpose set forth. 

13. A gang band saw mill, provided with a 
pillow block, a wedge engaging the under side 
of the pillow block, a foundation plate in 
which the said wedge is fitted to slide and a 
bolt fitted to slide vertically in guideways 
formed in the pillow block and adapted to en 
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gage the wedge and foundation plate and cross arm fitted to move in a vertical slot ar 
means for holding the bolt out of engagement ranged in the pillow block, and means for en 
with the said wedge and foundation plate, as gaging the outer ends of the cross arm when 
and for the purpose set forth. the bolt is raised, as and for the purpose set 

5 i. A gang band saw mill, provided E. forth. 
pillow block, a wedge engaging the under side m 
of the pillow block, a foundation plate carry- THOMAS T. RAINFORD. 
ing the said wedge, and a bolt adapted to en- Witnesses: 
gage the said wedge and foundation plate, the R. H. J.UND, 

Io upper end of the bolt being provided with a WM, PICKERT. 


